
The Wife I Picked Up Is Too Chapter Chapter 708 

Chapter 708: Fu Anlan’s Plan 

 

Fu Anlan said, “Feng Qing isn’t qualified? Then you are?” 

 

 

She was slapping Feng Jianing’s face by saying this. Previously, Feng Jianing had taken the initiative to 

look for Xie Jiuhan in public. Not only did she make a fool of herself, but she also embarrassed herself. 

She had remembered this matter until now. 

 

 

Hearing Fu Anlan mention the past, Feng Jianing instantly curled her lips. She didn’t want to say 

anything else to Fu Anlan. Instead, she touched her flat stomach. “Even if I have the right, I won’t have a 

chance in my life.” 

 

 

Upon hearing this, Fu Anlan snorted and did not say anything else. Feng Jianing had completely thrown 

herself into the abyss during her trip to Country F. She had avoided Country F’s jail sentence and was 

sent back to the country because of the bastard in her stomach. 

 

 

Now, she was insisting that the child was Cao Beining’s, but Cao Beining and the Cao family did not 

believe that this child was Cao Beining’s. The Feng and Cao families were very tense because of this 

matter. The two families were waiting for the time when this child was born. When the time came, they 

would find an authoritative organization to do an appraisal and they would know if the child was Cao 

Beining’s. 

 

 



Fu Anlan was even more impatient. If the child belonged to the Cao family, she would definitely extort 

the Cao family. This time, Feng Jianing’s reputation had been ruined. She was already worthless in Fu 

Anlan’s eyes. If not for the fact that she was counting on the child in her stomach to extort the Cao 

family, she would have long chased Feng Jianing away. Why would she accompany her out to shop? 

 

 

Fu Anlan had nurtured Feng Jianing for so many years. It could be said that she had used all her strength 

and gathered all the advantageous resources on her. It was all for the sake that one day, Feng Jianing 

could successfully enter the entertainment industry and become a celebrity. Then, through her 

influence, she could lead the development of the Feng family’s various industries. In order to give her a 

good persona, she had even helped her build up the image of a youthful beauty and an outstanding 

female university student. 

 

 

Firstly, it was for the sake of Feng Jianing successfully entering the entertainment industry after she 

graduated from university. 

 

 

Secondly, it was for the sake of her being able to marry into a wealthy family in the future. Even if she 

couldn’t marry into a wealthy family, she should at least be able to marry someone of equal status as 

Cao Beining. She could even become a young couple that everyone envied. 

 

 

However, not only was Feng Jianing’s reputation ruined, but she also had someone’s child. It was 

completely beyond her expectations. 

 

 

Although the Cao family was not considered a real wealthy family, Cao Beining’s grandfather was from 

the army. Therefore, the Cao family’s style was very traditional and old-fashioned. If not for the Feng 

family shamelessly insisting that the child was Cao Beining’s, the Cao family would have long severed all 

ties with the Feng family. After all, Old Master Cao could not accept being pregnant before marriage. 



 

 

Now, the only compromise the Cao family had was that if Feng Jianing was really pregnant with Cao 

Beining’s child, the Cao family was willing to adopt this child. However, there was no way for Feng 

Jianing to marry into the Cao family! 

 

 

The Cao family was a famous family after all. How could they let their family marry a woman who could 

just sleep with any men? Wasn’t that equivalent to letting everyone laugh at the Cao family? Until now, 

there were still many videos of Feng Jianing and Charles being intimate on many small websites. The 

Internet had memories, and this would be a stain that Feng Jianing would never be able to erase. 

 

 

Glancing at Feng Jianing’s stomach, a hint of ruthlessness flashed across Fu Anlan’s eyes. She and Feng 

Yuanzhou had discussed that as long as the Cao family was willing to take Feng Jianing’s child, they could 

think of a way to scam the Cao family. Then, they would publicly announce the fact that Feng Jianing 

was the adopted daughter of the Feng family and completely sever their relationship with Feng Jianing. 

After all, Feng Jianing’s reputation was too bad now. It was starting to affect the Feng family’s perfume 

sales. 

 

 

However, after she saw Madam Xie just now and vaguely saw that the person was Feng Qing, she had 

other thoughts in her mind. If Feng Qing was really Madam Xie, didn’t that mean that their Feng family 

was going to fly into the sky with her? It was obvious that the Feng Family wouldn’t be able to hold on 

anymore since they were already at a critical moment and their businesses were constantly suffering 

losses. 

 

 

She no longer remembered what the fortune teller said about Feng Qing’s birth characters. If Feng Qing 

was really Madam Xie, the benefits and privileges that would bring to the Feng family were 

unimaginable. Thinking of this, she wished she could immediately go home and look for Feng Yuanzhou 

to discuss with him. Shouldn’t they salvage their relationship with Feng Qing? 



 

 

… 

 

 

Night Bar. 

 

 

Just as Feng Qing left the mall, she received a call from Xia Qianxue, so Feng Qing came here. After 

entering the bar, Feng Qing quickly saw Xia Qianxue, who was drinking alone. She knew without asking 

that Xia Qianxue must have drunk a lot judging from the empty wine bottles on the table. 

 

 

Looking at Xia Qianxue’s charming appearance, Feng Qing hurriedly walked over. “Why are you drinking 

alone?” 

 

 


